
Powerful and precise protection in one simple package.

Every small business faces unique risks and needs protection to match. We understand. So, as part of our ongoing commitment to  
provide innovative solutions for small business owners, Travelers Select Accounts is introducing a new suite of coverage endorsements  
to meet the needs of targeted industry segments.

Our Power Pac Premier Endorsement suite offers our broadest, most powerful coverage endorsements yet. Its extensive coverage features  
and higher limits provide added flexibility for businesses that have more sophisticated insurance needs. And, Power Pac Premier is thoughtfully designed  
to integrate with our Master PacSM product, giving customers the power to choose the protection option that is “just right”  for their growing businesses.

Innovative and thoughtful.  
Designed to meet your needs.

With more than 40 new or enhanced 
coverage features, Power Pac Premier 
more than doubles the coverage offered  
by Power PacSM for most business classes.  
In addition, Medical/Dental Premier, another 
option in the Power Pac Premier suite, 
offers a rich set of benefits for targeted 
healthcare segments.
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Introducing Travelers Power Pac Premier SM

SMALL BUSINESS MATTERS

Here’s just a sampling of the new coverage features included in Power Pac Premier:

* Power Pac Premier is not currently available for food service businesses, florists, or technology companies.

Stay tuned
The Power Pac Premier suite will be growing with new endorsements to benefit even more business segments,  
including food service, manufacturing, and professional service classes. 

It’s about what’s best for your businesses.

Protecting your clients is what matters most.  
With Power Pac Premier and Medical/Dental 
Premier, we have assembled our strongest coverage 
features into cost effective endorsements that  
offer business owners coverage value, protection, 
and flexibility that is second to none.

Speak to your Travelers Sales Executive today 
to learn more about all the reasons that make 
our Power Pac Premier suite of endorsements 
the best choice for your business. 

Master Pac 
With all the coverage 
features you expect  
to see in a Business 
Owners Policy (BOP)

BRAND NEW Power Pac Premier Endorsement 
Our most powerful endorsement suite builds  
in new coverage features and higher limits to provide 
best-in-class value for small business owners

Power Pac Endorsement 
Enhanced coverage features and limits  
for added protection

Key Coverage Features Enhanced Benefits

New Blanket Limit for 
spoilage, debris removal, 
accounts receivable, and 
valuable papers

Blanket limits of $250K for Power Pac Premier  
($350K for Medical/Dental Premier). Flexibility to  
apportion the blanket limit to specific types of losses.

Ordinance or Law – (Cov A) 
Loss of Value to Undamaged 
Portion of Building

Now included in building limit.

Utility Services Higher limits for Direct Damage and Time Element –  
includes coverage for Overhead Transmission Lines.

Water or Sewage Backup 
and Sump Overflow

Coverage is included in Power Pac Premier; previously, this 
coverage had to be purchased separately.

Computer Fraud and Funds 
Transfer Fraud

First party property coverage for a hacking event resulting  
in loss of money or goods; with flexible limits to meet your 
needs – choose from $10K-$100K.
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